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FOUNDATIONS of MARKETING PRACTICE 
MKTG 3650.001  
Fall Semester, 2016 

Eagle Student Services Center - Room 255 
11:00 – 11:50 MWF  

Dr. David Strutton; David.strutton@unt.edu  
Office: 329M BLB  
Hours: 9:00 – 10:45 MWF & by 
appointment 
Phone: 565-3123 

Required Resources: 

• Strutton, David and Kenneth Thompson (2016), Marketing From Scratch: The Principles You Really 
Need to Know, 2nd ed. (Dubuque, IA: Kendall-Hunt).  ISBN 9781465298942 (Required).  Available as 
e-book.  

• This book is available at a lower cost as an e-book.  Purchase at 
https://he.kendallhunt.com/strutton_thompson 

o Three tests – worth 100 points (test 1), 100 points (test II), and 150 points (test III) – on 
content from this book.   

• David Strutton and Kenneth Thompson (2016) Professional Branding, from Scratch: Historical 
Recipes for Winning a Brand New POWER Game, (Dubuque, IA: Kendall-Hunt) ISB 978-1-4652-
9999-4 (Required).  Available as e-book.   

o One test – worth 100 points – on content from this book.   

• This book is available at a lower cost as an e-book.  Purchase at: URL to be determined.   

• My Marketing Lab for University of North Texas MKTG 3650 (Upper Saddle River, NJ: Pearson) 
(Required) 

o Six assignments – worth 20 points each or 120 points in total – from this material.   

 Each assignment must be completed on time to receive any credit.   

FULL DISCLSOURE: This is a new-to-the-world syllabus. While I have expended 
substantial effort in trying to eliminate them, it remains likely that mistakes will 
occasionally arise in this document.  I apologize for that.  Moreover, any mistakes that 
present and must be corrected will only be corrected in ways that redound to the 
benefit of students.  In others words, no students will be injured because I have made a 
mistake.  

 

 
Students will have to carefully read and absolutely understand these book in order to well in 
the course.  This course is not the sort of course that students can treat lightly and succeed.  
Nor are these the sorts of books that students can read causally and expect to understand.  

mailto:David.strutton@unt.edu
https://he.kendallhunt.com/strutton_thompson
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These books are not “marketing-light” or “professional branding-light.”  Instead each is 
marketing-heavy, marketing-real, and marketing completely-up-to-date.   
 
Unfortunately, the following statements also need to be written: Students will rarely succeed 
if they elect to read the book only the day or night of the day before the test.  There are no 
shortcuts to success in this marketing course.  Almost all students also must attend class, pay 
attention, and take notes, and diligently study those notes, to succeed.  Additional insights 
related to how to study in ways that will facilitate your success in this course are provided 
below.  Follow this advice, please. My motivation in providing it is to help you succeed.   

 
COURSE DESCRIPTION & OBJECTIVES -  
 
Objectives:  
 
Marketing Foundations introduces students to all important functional and decision-oriented areas 
associated with marketing and marketing management.  Students will gain practical insights into why 
organizations produce existing products and choose to develop new products (and services), and how 
these products are targeted, positioned, branded, priced, distributed and promoted to customers and 
prospects.  The knowledge and decision-making skills acquired in this course will provide students 
with the sort of general marketing understanding that will enable them to interact effectively in the 
broader business environment. After completing this course successfully, students should be able to: 
 
 Identify and define key concepts and issues that are important in understanding the role of 

marketing in for-profit and not-for-profit firms, the economy, and society at large. 
 
 Understand the interrelationships between changes in the economy and the types of 

marketing strategies that companies continue to use, change in the face of economic 
exchange, and/or establish to seize new opportunities created through economic change. 

 
 Apply concepts discussed in class to the solution to business/marketing situations presented 

to the student in various exam question formats. 
 
 Identify and discuss the major objectives and strategies which comprise the marketing 

planning process for those firms which are trying to provide products and services that satisfy 
the needs of its customers. 

 
 Compare and contrast the factors under the control of the firm in making marketing decisions 

as well as those factors that impact success but that are not under the control of any firm.   
 
Description:  
 
Classes involve a combination of lecture, discussion and in-class activities.  You are expected to take 
an active role in class discussion by being ready and able to discuss current examples based on class 
assignments.  Much of the material on which you will be tested will emanate from discussion that 
occurs in class.  Students should consequently make every effort to attend if they intend to earn a 
superior grade. Exam questions will not all come directly from the text, but will include lecture 
material (designed to facilitate your understanding of basic marketing concepts not included in the 
text), class exercises, guest speakers, videos, etc.   
 
Examination and Grading Policy 
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General Information: The four examinations are each multiple choice or true/false in 
nature.  The first two examinations are each worth a possible 100 points. The third exam is 
worth a possible 150 points.  The fourth examination, which is not really a final exam, even 
though it will be given during finals week, is worth 100 points.  Any textbook, lecture notes, 
handout, assigned supplementary readings, issues raised during student- or professor- 
facilitated discussions, and video or guest speaker materials that are discussed or shown in 
class will be subject to testing.  Prepare accordingly, please.   
 
I keep the exam copies, as well as your individual answer sheets. But students can review 
their exams, answer sheets and grades during office hours for 72 work-week hours following 
the return of the exam.  After individual students have conducted one this review, I will 
gladly sit down with them and entertain questions or arguments they may have about how 
they answered individual questions and why they think their answers might be correct.  
 
After tests are graded, the answers to each question are content analyzed to determine 
whether a disproportionately large percentage of the class missed the question. Often, 
specific exam questions are “thrown off” the exam for the entire class based on problems 
identified with those questions. 

 
Exam Note: The book will be used as an outline for class discussion.  But little time will be 
spent repeating what you can and should read for yourselves in the text.  Instead, in-class 
time will be spent reviewing general marketing concepts, expanding on issues introduced in 
the assigned chapters, engaging in class discussions, watching the occasional video, or 
working on exercises that relate to key chapter issues.  But on exams, you will still be 
responsible for the chapter material even if we do not explicitly cover it in class.  You should 
read assigned chapters before classes meet so that you will be prepared to participate in class 
discussion and ask useful questions.  And remember: test questions will be drawn from each 
of the assigned readings, as well.   

 
Make-up Exams: Exams must be taken during the scheduled class time.  No make-ups will 
be given except in the case of extreme extenuating circumstances, which are accompanied by 
a university approved excuse.  You must make-up the missed exam within one week (five 
school days) after the exam that you missed was given - unless you are physically unable to 
do this.  (We all realize some illnesses or injuries last longer than others.)  
 
Reviewing your Exams and Scores: Students can make an appointment to meet with my 
teaching assistant in my office to review their exams.  You must execute this meeting within 
five school days (M,Tu,W,Th, F) after grades are posted.  No student can review his or her 
exam after that five day period has ended.   
 

 
     Total Possible Points Available to be Earned in Marketing 3650 
 

Three tests at 100 possible points each  =  300 
One test at 150 possible points   =  150 
Six Online Assignments at 20 points each  = 120 
 

         ----- 
Possible Total Points       570  
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FINAL GRADE DISTRIBUTION – again, based on a possible 550 points.   
 

>88%       = A  (501.6 points & above) 
78% - 87.9%   = B  (444.6 to 501.6 points) 
68% - 77.9%  = C  (387.6 to 444.6 points) 
58% - 67.9%  = D  (330.6 to 387.6 points) 
<58%   = F  (Less than 330.6 points) 

 
COURSE POLICIES 

 
Attendance Policy as it relates to Extra Credit Opportunities:  

 
Attendance will not be taken.  However, students are strongly encouraged to attend class and attend 
class on time.  Easy extra credit quizzes may be given occasionally at the end of class. If you are 
absent at that time, you miss an opportunity to easy extra credit. Clearly, one key to your success in 
this class entails attending class regularly - and on time.  Which not coincidentally are two keys to a 
successful professional career.   
 

• Please please please PLEASE READ THIS – AND THEN DON’T FORGET WHAT 
YOU READ.   

o At the end of the semester any extra credit points that you have earned during 
the semester will be added to the total number of points that you have earned on 
the four tests and the five on-line assignments.  But this will only happen at the 
end of the semester as final point totals are being calculated.  
 

Emailing and Email Response Policy:  
 
Students must prepare and send polite, professional and grammatically correct emails in order for 
the Professor to respond to them.  Students must also include their phone number in the email.  
Why?  Because often a problem is resolved or a question is answered more easily by phone than by 
email.   

 
Three Commitments from your Professor -  

 
• To make each session an interesting learning opportunity and valuable learning 

experience.  
 

• To emphasize learning material that is on tests and that will contribute meaningfully 
to your future professional and academic success.   

 
• To make this class as engaging and practically useful as possible while also making 

the content delivered as personal, relevant and current as possible.   
 
American Disabilities Act  
 
The University complies completely with all ADA policies, and makes every effort to provide 
reasonable accommodations to qualified students with disabilities.  In accordance with ADA 
guidelines, if you have a disability, please inform me after class.  Every effort will be made to 
accommodate such needs.   
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Classroom Conduct  
Each student is responsible for classroom behavior that is conducive to the teaching/learning 
process.  Each student should be aware of the policies for academic honesty and classroom 
behavior discussed in the UNT Student Guidebook and on UNT’s Webpage.  Anyone 
compromising the integrity of the learning process will receive a failing grade in this course.  No 
live cell phones or pagers are permitted except under extraordinary circumstances.    
 
Buyer Beware (AKA Caveat Emptor)  
Throughout the lectures that drive this course references are routinely made to economic, ethnic, 
historical, political, religious, and socio-cultural issues.  In today’s politically-correct, hyper-
sensitized, trigger-alert laden academic world, some students may deem the resulting discussions 
as overly sensitive and possibly even inappropriate.  Who knows, while I hope this is never 
happens, feelings may get hurt because assumptions or current ways of thinking may be 
challenged.  But said references still will be made to such issues and matters because “everything, 
all the good and bad and more or less interesting of this world, is marketing” (it really is, come 
and learn for yourself!), “marketing is everything” (again, absolutely true!), and, most important, 
each issue that we discuss is intrinsically affected by marketing practice at the same time 
marketing practice is intrinsically affected by each of these issues.  Therefore, discussion of 
economic, ethnic, historical, political, religious, and socio-cultural issues (including sex, drugs 
and rock & roll) is appropriate in a higher educational setting because the discussions themselves 
will typically prove so enlightening.   
 
If you do not want to participate in a class where these sorts of issues two are discussed, you 
should check out.  Two other sections of this course are available that are not taught by me for you 
to take.  But I surely hope you stay.  The learning that will transpire if you stay is good.  The 
thinking that will ensue is even better.  And the evocative nature of what is likely to be discussed 
is actually interesting and fun.   
 
Still, if you are offended by something said in class (by your professor) please speak to me after 
class or email me so we can make an appointment to meet and discuss your concerns.  I look 
forward to learning more about your perspective, and would enjoy getting to know you better.       
 
TENTATIVE COURSE SCHEDULE 
 
The following schedule identifies the topics that will be covered in class. Depending on now 
unexpected circumstances, we may occasionally deviate from the schedule.  If such changes 
occur, they will be announced at least two weeks in advance in class.   
 
Exam dates are highly unlikely to change.  
 
Dates Chapter Topic 
 

• Week 1  (From Monday, August 29 to Friday, September 2) 
   

 C1   Syllabus/Introduction to Key Marketing Concepts  
 

o MyLab Online Assignment I for Chapter 1 – (20 points) 
 Simulation – General Trends in Marketing  
 Assignment must be completed by 11:59 PM on September 2. Late 

completions not accepted.   
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• Week 2  (From Wednesday, Sept. 7 to Monday, Sept. 9; Monday, Sept. 5 is 
  Labor Day) 

 
 C2/2A  Marketing Strategies: A Philosophical & Historical View   
 

• Week 3  (From Monday, Sept. 12 to Friday, Sept. 16) 
 
 C3/C4   Developing & Executing Marketing Plans/Environment   
 

o MyLab Online Assignment II for Chapter 3 – (20 points) 
 Simulation – Revising a Marketing Mix Plan   
 Assignment must be completed by 11:59 PM on September 16.  Late 

completions not accepted.   
 

• Week 4  (From Monday, Sept. 19 to Friday, Sept. 23)  
  
 TEST   Test I, Chapters 1, 2, 2A, 3, & 4 (100 points)  
  C-6A  35,000 Ft. View of Marketing Information  
 

• Week 5  (From Monday, Sept. 26 to Friday, Sept. 30) 
 

 C-5  Marketing Ethics & Social Responsibility 
 

• Week 6  (From Monday, October 3 to Friday, Oct. 7) 
 
 C-7  Consumer Decision Making & Behavior      
        

• Week 7  (From Monday, Oct. 10 to Friday, Oct. 14) 
 

 C-9  Segmentation, Targeting, & Positioning   
 

o MyLab Online Assignment III for Chapter 9 – (20 points) 
 Simulation – Targeting a Marketing Segment  
 Assignment must be completed by 11:59 PM on October 14.  Late 

completions not accepted.   
 

• Week 8  (From Monday, Oct. 17 to Friday, Oct. 21) 
 
 C-10  Products, Services, & Positioning  
 

• Week 9  (From Monday, Oct. 24 to Friday, Oct. 28) 
 
 TEST    Test II, C6A, C5, C7, C9 & C10 (100 points) 
 C-12   Brands & Brand Management   
 

• Week 10 (From Monday, Oct. 31 to Friday, November 4)  
 
 C-11  Developing New Products - and Your Creativity  
 

o MyLab Online Assignment IV for Chapter 11 – (20 points) 
 Simulation – New Product Development (Marketing Tie-In)  
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 Assignment must be completed by 11:59 PM on November 4.  Late 
completions not accepted.   

 
• Week 11  (From Monday, Nov. 7 to Friday, Nov. 11) 

   
 C-13  Managing Supply Chain & Logistics Relationships  
 

o MyLab Online Assignment V for Chapter 11 – (20 points) 
 Simulation – Logistics Supply Chain  
 Assignment must be completed by 11:59 PM on November 11.  Late 

completions not accepted.   
 

• Week 12  (From Monday, Nov. 14 to Friday, Nov. 18) 
 
 C-15  Pricing & Price Management       
 

o MyLab Online Assignment VI for Chapter 11 – (20 points) 
 Simulation – Pricing Strategies  
 Assignment must be completed by 11:59 PM on November 18.  Late 

completions not accepted.   
 

• Week 13  (From Monday, Nov. 21 to Wednesday, Nov. 23; Friday off for  
  Thanksgiving Holiday)  
 

 C-16/17 Marketing Communications     
  

• Week 14  (From Monday, Nov. 28 to Friday, December 2) 
 
 TEST  TEST III: C12, C11, C13, C15, C16/17 (150 points) 
   Introduction to the Need for Professional Branding 
 

• Week 15  (From Monday, December 5 to Friday, December 9) 
  
12/7 Pro. Branding   Discuss Professional Branding, entire Book   
 

• Week 16  This is Finals Week, which runs from December 12 to Dec. 16 
 
12/12 TEST (This occurs during the Final Examination week) 

o Same classroom, from 10:30 to 12:30 
o You will be tested on Professional Branding, from Scratch   

 FINAL EXAM WORTH 100 POINTS.   
 
Please note that I reserve the right to make changes to this syllabus at any time.  Changes will be 
communicated verbally in class and via announcements in BB.  There may not be a hard copy 
revision to this document.  It is your responsibility to stay on top of any changes, regardless of 
how the change is communicated. 
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CONTENT RELATED TO MY MARKETING LAB 

Support Materials available through “My Marketing Lab” 
To assist as you prepare for exams in this course you have a number of tools available in your 
‘MyLab.’ MyLab is accessed via the ‘MyLab’ button contained in the left-most menu bar associated 
with the course homepage in Blackboard Learn. Clicking on this link will take you to the ‘MyLab’ 
site which contains a number of valuable tools: 
 
Assignment Calendar: The regular class schedule - or calendar – as shown above summarizes the 
due dates for all assignments that are part of MyLab. This applies only to the due dates for the 
Simulation Exercises described below. 
 
Gradebook: The gradebook summarizes your grades on the Simulation Exercises. These grades 
will be imported manually into the Grade book in Learn at the end of the semester.  You will not 
see these grades in the BBL grade book until that time. An announcement will be posted when 
these grades are available.  Until that time, it is your responsibility to track your own simulation 
grades in MyLab.  Any errors should be brought to the attention of the MyLab help desk 
(technical support).  I also strongly suggest that you take a screen shot of each submitted and 
graded MyLab assignment.  Credit cannot be granted for MyLab Simulation exercises that are not 
recorded in the MyLab grade book unless you have hard copy documentation of completion that 
clearly identifies you, the assignment in question, and the grade. 
 
Chapter Content: Key assignments and supplementary learning materials are contained in this 
section of the MyLab course. This section is divided into sections that parallel chapters in the 
book. Start by reading the assigned text chapter. Then you should be ready to plunge into the 
Simulation and Video Exercises (if assigned).  

• Simulation Exercises. The simulation exercises are the only graded portion of each 
chapter’s content. These simulations exercise your ability to apply concepts 
brought out in each chapter. In some cases, there may be more than one simulation 
exercise per chapter.  You are allowed two attempts on each simulation and will 
keep your highest score. 

• Video Exercises.  Some chapters contain video exercises designed to reinforce 
chapter content.  You can view these on your own.  You may see grades for these 
videos in the MyLab grade book, but these grades will not be imported into BBL.. 
  

• Activity Exercises (Activities). Short exams employing multiple choice questions 
designed to clarify concepts and encourage application and extrapolation to real-
world situations.  The same grading comments for the video exercises apply to 
these Activity Exercises. 

Registering with My Lab 
To access the course materials in MyLab, you need an access code for the MyLab product. You 
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may have purchased the access code along with your textbook via the UNT Bookstore. If not, you 
can buy access the first time you attempt to access the MyLab materials via the course in BBL.  In 
either case, you should follow the instructions below.  If you register for MyLab using the below 
procedures a link is automatically created between your MyLab and Learn accounts.   
First time access: 
1. Sign in to Blackboard Learn and enter this course. 

2. Click the MyLab button on the left-most course toolbar. This should bring up the 
MyLab course sign-in page. 

3. Either “Sign In” or “Create a Pearson Account” 

3.1. If you have used other MyLab or Mastering products, enter your Pearson 
Account username and password, and click Sign in. 

3.2. If you’ve never used a MyLab or Master product, click Create. Complete 
the required information and click Create Account. You now have a Pearson 
account, which you can use for all future Pearson products. 

4. Pay for the MyLab/Mastering portion of your course: 

4.1. If you have an access code, click Access Code, enter the code and click 
Finish. 

4.2. If using a credit card or PayPal, select the product you want (Dr. Strutton’s 
MKTG 3650 Foundations of Marketing Practice), enter your payment 
information and confirm your order. 

4.3. If you don’t have an access code or other payment method, scroll down 
and click the “get temporary access link.” 

4.4. Print the Confirmation & Summary page. 

4.5. You now have access to the MyLab portion of the course. Close the 
confirmation window to return to the course. 

Using the MyLab course materials going forward: 

1. From the Blackboard Learn Courses tab, enter this course. 

2. From the course menu on the left of the home screen for the course, click 
“MyLab.” 

3. You should now have access to all materials for this course. 
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How to Study More Effectively in this Course  
 
For obvious reasons, students frequently ask how can I study better for the upcoming test?   The 
notes summarized below represent my best advice.   Take this advice to heart and act on it, please:  

• View the books as textbooks; yes, really.  They are not a sexy/entertaining books or 
fascinating historical novels – although each is interesting in its own right.  These books 
are not blogs addressing topics that will fascinate most of you.  These books are not 
Facebook or Instagram.  These books, truth be told, are not supposed to be fun to read.  
Sorry, but all this is true.  Viewing these two books from the proper perspective will assist 
you in developing the proper mindset to engage in the deep reading required for learning.  
Understand, and accept this, and read these books from the perspective that these my 
academic textbooks and consequently are each chock-full of principals, definitions and 
principles that knowledgeable and experienced people thought was important enough to 
be discussed in this course.  Assume:  

o You should read the assigned chapter before you come to class.   
o You should always come to class, and actively listen while you are in class.   
o You should learn, at least at a working level, all of the material in each assigned 

chapter, unless your Professor specifically says in class that the material will not 
be on the test.   
 Pursuant to this, assume that you should outline key material in each 

assigned chapter  
o One reading of the text is never enough for you to understand the material at a 

level sufficient to earn an ”A” in this class.  Unless, of course, you are very, very 
intelligent or already extremely experienced in business and marketing.   
 One reading would not be enough for your professor to an A on the test; it 

probably will not be enough for most of you, either.   
• Get the right study tools:   

o These include, specifically, one highlighter, one pen; a pad of paper with a line 
drawn vertically down the center, one textbook (the right edition); your 
lecture/discussion notes for each the class, developed, of course, while you were 
attending class.  

• On one side of your sheet, for each chapter, write down the key concepts that were 
discussed in class.  On the other wide, write down the key concepts discussed in your 
assigned chapter.   

o Search for and find the intersection between the book material and the materials 
discussed in class for each chapter.   

o By doing this, you can “discover” the “sweet spots” for each chapter.  Allocate 
more time and attention to the places in the text and/or in your notes where this 
intersection exists.   

o Learn, at a deep level of understanding, each concept or application that resides at 
the “sweet spot.”   Underline them and/or, preferably, write them down again. 
 Repeat to learn (that means taking the time to write important things 

down); remember to repeat.   
 

“The only place where you find Success before Work is in the Dictionary.”   
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Contractual Agreement between Scholar and Professor  
 

1. Attendance and Extra Credit Policy:   
• I agree that in the absence of ‘unusual circumstance’ students are not permitted to enter 

this classroom after 10:59AM.   
o (‘Unusual circumstances’ include situational or personal constraints that preclude 

my timely arrival; i.e., physician visits, child day-care issues, etc., which must be 
discussed with Professor Strutton the day before the class session in question; 
extremely rainy weather that impedes traffic; accidents that close interstates or 
HWYs; or flat tires, personal accidents. personal incidents, or jury duty, each of 
which must be confirmed later in writing.)      

• I understand that when students enter the classroom late they will be politely told to leave 
and invited to return later as described immediately below.    

• I understand that if students must be late they are encouraged to enter class as a group at 
11:05 AM (sharp).    

• I understand attendance quizzes may be given at the end of class sessions.  These quizzes 
are intended to provide extra credit and incentives and rewards for students who attend 
class and who stay in class until it ends.  These quizzes will count 1 or 2 points extra 
credit per quiz toward the total amount of points I can earn in this class, although certain 
quizzes may count for more.  Quizzes missed for whatever reason cannot be made up 

• I understand that there will be extra credit opportunities in this class but that students who 
elect to not sign this contract are not eligible to earn extra credit points.  However, 
students are under no obligation to sign it.  

• I understand that in imposing this ‘on-time attendance standard’ on MTKG 3650 
students’ classroom behaviors the Professor is:  

o Enforcing broadly-accepted norms of courtesy toward my peers, who are typically 
disturbed and frequently distracted when others enter class late;  

o Imposing performance and behavioral expectations similar to the performance and 
behavioral standards expected of me when I enter the professional workplace, 
particularly if I seek to remain and advance in that position;  

o Creating a more focused learning environment in which students are more likely to 
earn higher grades and acquire more knowledge that immediately or eventually 
proves valuable to them is enhanced.    

o Helping me learn more about what it takes to succeed in the business world 
(SERIOUSLY).   

2. Use of Electronic Devices Policy:   
Laptops and Other Electronic Devices -  

• Background: While the material you learn and the Professor from whom you will learn it 
are each interesting, neither this learning content nor your Professor could ever be as 
fascinating as the delights that await you online.  So I choose not to compete with your 
online world, but to make your choices/life easier by not giving you the opportunity to 
distract yourself electronically in this class.   

• As signatory to this document, my understanding is students are not permitted to use any 
electronic device in this classroom UNLESS THEY CAN DEMONSTRATE AFTER 
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CLASS THAT THEY HAVE PURCHASED ONE OR BOTH ASSIGNED BOOKS AS 
E-BOOKS AND ARE READING/REFERENCING THE BOOK “ONLINE” DURING 
CLASS.  Items OTHERWISE banned from use include laptops, I-Pads, cell phones; 
Blackberries (and devices that perform similar functions); I-phones (and devices that 
perform similar functions), MP3 players and other e-devices that Professor Strutton is too 
un-cool to know about.  However, students are permitted to use laptops, I-Pads and/or 
other tablets if they have purchased the e-version of the textbook.  We will confirm 
whether you have purchased the e-book before you are permitted to use electronic devices 
in class.   

• As signatory to this document, I understand that if Professor Strutton observes me using 
any device that does not contain the e-book during regularly scheduled class times he will 
tell me to leave the classroom for the entirety of the remainder of the class session.   

o Students may use electronic devices in any reasonable way they choose during 
scheduled breaks, but must revert back to standard upon conclusion of the break. 

• I understand that in imposing these standards governing use of electronic devices in 
this MTKG 3650 section, the Professor is:   
a) Attempting to create a more focused learning environment in which the 

likelihood that I will earn a higher grade while acquire more practically useful 
knowledge that will immediately or eventually prove valuable to me is enhanced. 
   

Students, that’s it.  In imposing this policy my sole goal is to create a learning environment in 
which it becomes more likely you can and will pay attention. If you believe this policy is 
unacceptable in any way, PLEASE sign up for another section.  Plenty of other good 
Professors/Instructors also teach this course.   
 

• Note: if, for example, your spouse or partner is about to give birth, your child is ill, your 
parent or grandparent just had surgery, etc. (you get the point) and you must stay current 
by staying e-connected, tell me about the pressing “situation” before class begins.  Then 
you will receive permission to stay connected to the outside world.    

 
Please sign name, write name, and date signature, below; and turn in document when asked.    
 
If you don’t want to sign this document, don’t.  But you still must follow these rules of classroom 
conduct.  And, you must sign-up to be eligible for any and all extra credit points and opportunities 
that are made available during the course.   
 
Print Your Name, Sign Your Name, Provide Date (Below)  
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